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H I G H L I G H T S A B S T R A C T

• The exact discrimination between 
benign prostatic hyperplasia and prostate 
cancer is an issue.
• ISET®-CTC Test is a simple blood 
testing with high sensitivity and specificity 
for malignant prostate cancer diagnosis.
• Developing CTCs detection methods 
can improve the accuracy of prostate 
cancer diagnosis.
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Editorial

The current screening-test for prostate cancer (PCa) has the weak point of high 
false negative rate and a low true positive rate. There is an extreme need to a 
new and accurate testing system. Circulating Tumor Cells (CTCs) as the main 
liquid biopsy components providean excellent biomarker for early diagnosis 
of PCa, prognosis, recurrence risk, and treatment efficacy. This tumor cells 
can get release of tumor and freely circulate in the patient’s body fluids and 
easily are traceable to answer the presence of the tumor more that its stage.  
The new gifted ISET®-CTC Test is a simple blood test with high sensitivity and 
specificity for the detection of CTC in PCa. As a novel idea it is a  chllengable 
point nowadays that it  needs further studies. 
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Editoial: Most benign PCa are hidden, never designed 
to progress or affect the patients’ life and benign 
prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) has similar symptoms to 
malignant ones. Usual PCa screening tests often lead to 
unnecessary invasive biopsies and over-diagnosis and 
overtreatment that cause significant harm to patients 
and therefore a significant waste in healthcare resources. 
In spite of several weak points of Prostate-specific 
antigen (PSA), its partial specificity and the high rate of 
overdiagnosis, it still remains as the most usual test for 
PCa diagnosis. Several strategies are recruited to improve 
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the diagnostic tests in order to reducing the number of 
unnecessary biopsies and providing information related 
to the aggressiveness of the tumor like developed MRI 
(mpMRI, bpMRI), new biomarkers like PCA3 score, PSA 
glycoforms, TMPRSS2:ERG fusion gene, microRNAs, 
and androgen receptor variants (1).

For the first time in 1869 the evidence of tumor 
cells in blood of malignant patient was provided by the 
pathologist Thomas Ashworth and now after about one 
and half century we now they are  circulating tumor 
cells (CTCs) as the main liquid biopsy material (2). Very 
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recently, it has been suggested that new blood test targeting 
CTCs for PCa are highly-accurate and can improve the  
decisions in urology in order  to avoids invasive biopsies 
(3). Actually, new PCa test ISET®-CTC have the potential 
to detect early cancer cells (CTCs) which are releasing 
from primary solid tumor and entered the bloodstream 
prior to spreading around the body (4). The cytology-
based ISET®-CTC-test can separate cancer cells from 
benign cells, using the same cytological criteria as used 
in routine cancer diagnostics, including anisonucleosis, 
enlarged nuclei, high nuclear-cytoplasmic-ratio, and 
irregular nuclear borders (5, 6). It is assumed that more 
accurate PCa detection test will be available by real time 
tracking of intact living PCa cells in the patient’s blood, 
rather than the PSA protein. Based on the study published 
in  “Journal of Urology”,  the presence of CTCs in pre-
biopsy blood samples have been introduced as  a diagnosis 
biomarker for aggressive prostate cancer in 98 pre-biopsy 
patients and 155 newly diagnosed PCa  patients (3). 

Moreover, CTCs can consider after treatment to 
evaluate treatment efficacy and predict the possibility 
of recurrence (7). It is shown that when the CTC tests 
were combined with the current PSA test, the prediction 
of aggressive PCa in subsequent biopsies will be possible 
with over 90% accuracy. Moreover, the number and type 
of CTCs can be the indicative of the tumor stage and 
lead to omit over-treatment and unnecessary biopsies for 
benign and non-aggressive PCa.

Accordingly, CTCs analysisis efficient, non-invasive 
and potentially accurate test for PCa. By combining the 
new CTCs analysis with the current PSA test, we are able 
to detect PCa with the highest level of accuracy ever seen 
in any biomarker test, which could spare many patients 
unnecessary biopsies. 
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Abbreviations
BPH        Benign prostatic hyperplasia
CTCs      Circulating tumor cells 
PCa         Prostate cancer
PSA        Prostate specific antigens
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